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Virus:
    Malware that inserts a copy of itself into another file, 
    typically a program 
    Typically is dormant while waiting for its host file to execute
    Requires external transmission of the host file to propagate    

Trojan:
    Malware designed to breach a security system yet appear
    to perform some benign and maybe even useful function
    Trojans do not replicate: humans are tricked into running 'em

Worm:
    Stand-alone code that replicates and propagates itself by 
    exploiting a software vulnerability or via social engineering

Malicious Bot:
    Stand-alone code, propagates like a worm, unaware owner
    Used for command & control, spying, DoS, ... 
    



  

Malware Propagation
How do infections start?

As an email attachment – code is executed when opened
As an autorun file on a USB stick
By executing a game
By visiting a website that has been compromised

What does an infection do?
Seek and disable anti-virus protection & network (no updates) 
Find and modify logs
Find and maybe modify sensitive information
Erase files
Attempt to replicate and spread
Deploy command and control
Denial of Service



  

Malware Propagation
Famous Worms
    Morris worm, 1988: this is where worms really got noticed
        Morris was the son of the NSA chief scientist
        First person convicted under the Computer Fraud 
        and Abuse Act – 3 yrs probabtion, $10,050 fine
        The worm was designed to “gauge the internet”
        Exploited several vulnerabilities:
           1. bug in sendmail
           2. buffer overflow in finger daemon
           3. rsh – people set up networks of trusted computers
        Was so successful:
           1. caused such overloads that sysadmins noticed it
           2. machines were effectively disabled
        Replication:
           Replicated on already infected computer 1 in 7 times
           Used netstat, /etc/hosts_equiv, /etc/rhosts to find victims



  

Malware Propagation
Famous Worms
    Morris worm, 1988:

Computer History Museum, Mountain View, CA

This disk contains the complete source code of
the Morris Internet worm program.  This tiny
99 line program brought large pieces of the 
Internet to a standstill on November 2nd 1988.

The worm was the first of many intrusive 
Programs that use the Internet to spread.



  

Malware Propagation
Famous Worms
    ILoveYou worm, 2000: $25 billion damage + removal cost 
        Propagation: as a .VBS attachment in Outlook Mails 
            mailed itself to all addresses on the victim's mailing list
        Operation: registered itself in Windows Registry, activated
            every time machine boots.  Changed all file extensions 
            to vbs.
        Stole passwords and credit card information

        Attacked 10s of millions of Windows PCs
        Since the VBS extension was hidden, many people
        opened it thinking it was a text file – the file name was
        actually of the form  fileprefix.txt.vbs

        People received email from acquaintances and 
        assumed the emails were safe
        The virus could be edited by users – some re-purposed
        it and redeployed it to do even more damage



  

Malware Propagation
Famous Worms
    Code Red worm, 2001: $1 billion damage 
       Attacked Microsoft Internet Information Services web server
       which had numerous buffer overflow vulnerabilities
       to execute binary code on the hosts

       Demonstrated a new technique for worm propagation

        https://www.sans.org/reading-room/whitepapers/dlp/paper/87 

       Propagation:  performed network scanning.  Used a 
       random number generator to form IP addresses and
       then propagated to IP addresses connected to the host 

       A patch for this vulnerability had been made available 
       before the worm was first launched!!

https://www.sans.org/reading-room/whitepapers/dlp/paper/87


  

Malware Propagation
Famous Worms
    SQL Slammer worm, 2003: world's fastest worm
       As it spread, it doubled in size every 8.5 seconds 

       After 3 minutes it was scanning 55 million computers
       per second 

       90% of vulnerable hosts were infected after 10 minutes

       Routers crashed – other routers updated their routing tables
       the flood of routing table update messages caused problems  

       Exploited buffer overflow in Microsoft SQL server for
       which a patch had been issued 6 months earlier!!

       Some machines at Microsoft were infected!!

       Did not do much – just looked for reachable vulnerable
       machines and propagated itself to those

       Called a Warhol worm: ”In the future, everybody will have 15 
       minutes of fame”



  

Malware Propagation
Famous Worms
    Blaster, 2003:
       Worm launched syn flood attack against port 80 of 
       windowsupdate.com

       DDoS
       Exploited the vulnerability addressed by previous 
       Microsoft Security Bulletin MS03-026 (823980) to 
       spread itself over networks using open Remote 
       Procedure Call ports on computers running Windows XP
       and Windows Server 2003

       A patch had been released one month before launch
       Created by Chinese reverse engineering the original
       patch that allowed for execution of the attack
       Jeffrey Parson convicted of creating and spreading a
       variant – sentenced to 18 months in jail 

  https://www.cbsnews.com/news/prison-time-for-teen-virus-guru/ 

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/prison-time-for-teen-virus-guru/


  

Malware Propagation
Famous Worms
    Blaster, 2003:
       Not much damage to Microsoft though since 
       windowsupdate.com was redirected to 
       windowsupdate.microsoft.com



  

Malware Propagation
Famous Worms
    Stuxnet, discovered 2010:
       Persistent engagement begins

       Once installed on a Windows system Stuxnet infects 
       project files belonging to Siemens' WinCC/PCS 7 
       SCADA control software

       Target: Iranian Nuclear program – ruined 1/5 of Iran’s 
       centrifuges for enriching U-235

       Dormant on machines other than those in Iran

       Believed to be joint US/Israel product – no one is 
       admitting anything, not even the damage. 



  

Malware Propagation
Aspects of Worm Design
    Find Vulnerabilities:
        The ideal vulnerability: one command will render the 
        system useless or do the intended job
        Tools: Remote Procedure Calls to remotely execute a 
        program, Buffer Overflows, running a shell command 
        remotely on a different host

    Speed of propagation:
        Worms have a short lifespan until they are detected and
        contained – so they need to propagate fast
        Emails have the slowest propagation times
        Using TCP is faster - either the target downloads the worm
        or the infected host uploads to the target

        UDP connection propagates 3X faster than TCP
        Worm is sent in a UDP packet (should be < 4K size)



  

Malware Propagation
Aspects of Worm Design
    Stealth:
       Worm tries to attach itself to some trusted process
       Worm may try to disable anti-virus detection and 
       firewalls

    Propagation vectors:
        Each vector represents a way for the worm to spread
        Worm may initiate via email, then use UDP to spread
        to nearby hosts
        Worm may look for and attack mounted network
        file systems
        Worm may send hostile code to web clients
        Command shell such as rsh, telnet, xp_cmdshell in
        Microsoft SQL Server
        Generally, more propagation vectors means faster 
        propagation 



  

Malware Propagation
Worm Detection
    Monitor distrusted processes:
       If the OS defines rules that all untrusted processes
       must follow – e.g. do not modify the system call table -
       a worm will eventually try to break one of those rules 
       Rules are designed so that if a worm does not violate 
       any, it will not be doing any damage

    Monitor trusted processes:
        Most trusted processes are designed to perform a specific
        task such as opening a network socket
        A trusted process has root privilege so it can do a lot but
        if it is doing something it is not supposed to do, that's bad
        and can be detected 



  

Malware Propagation
Worm Detection
    Byte Pattern Monitoring:
       If a UDP packet containing a worm is found, it can be 
       used to check whether future UDP packet payloads 
       have it and those that do are quarantined
       An approach that slows network usage – can be lifted 
       after a more optimal containment method has been 
       set up

    IP address scanning:
       Network scanning is done by many worms 
       Scanning is a behavior that is not expected from a benign
       process which knows exactly where it must communicate
       A process that scans too many addresses is suspect 
       A process that attempts to access many addresses that
       do not exist is suspect



  

Malware Propagation
Worm Detection
    How does scanning happen:
       1. Worm generates an IP address
       2. Worm uses local tools to make a connection
           connection will be to a port associated with a service
           that has a vulnerability to exploit
       3. Worm sends a TCP SYN packet to <IP-address>:<port>
           if a TCP SYN-ACK packet is returned the service is
           listening, send ACK and send hostile code
           Otherwise go to step 1.



  

Malware Propagation
Worm Detection
    Deploy Guardian Nodes:
       Have a host containing a honeypot and lots of monitoring
       to capture packets
       A worm will attack the honeypot with the same probability
       that it will attack any other host
       When a worm is detected by the honeypot, an alert will be
       sent to the rest of the local network to respond 
       This way, network speed is not sacrificed



  

Malware Propagation
Worm Containment and Destruction
    Quarantine and monitor:
       Any process showing erratic behavior loses privileges
       and runs in a limited environment while being monitored
       If the erratic behavior stops, the process is released from
       quarantine

       Otherwise, it is labeled a worm
       May not be able to kill the process outright because it may
       be a system process which would cause instability if killed
       Quarantine kept on guardian nodes 

    Minimal permissions for specific processes:
       If a host can determine whether a process is infected by 
       a worm or not, it can selectively filter that process and 
       prevent it from performing any execution on the heap and 
       stack pages on the host



  

Malware Propagation
Worm Containment and Destruction
    Install Updates ASAP:
       When worms are discovered, patches are quickly made
       and distributed as updates
       Since a worm usually begins by exploiting a vulnerability
       updating a patch to fix that vulnerability will prevent its
       propagation

       Anti-virus software should remain current
       May not be able to kill the process outright because it may
       be a system process which would cause instability if killed
       Quarantine kept on guardian nodes 

    



  

Malware Propagation
Why study propagation?
    Understanding how malware propagates helps in detection
    and preventing spread
    Effectiveness of countermeasure can be improved if 
    propagation mechanisms are understood   
    Recovery time can be better estimated from understanding
    Propagation
    May be able to recognize a worm from its attack profile



  

Malware Propagation
What is the infection life cycle?
    The virus on some computer randomly chooses another
    to which it is directly connected

    This happens at roughly some predetermined time epochs

    If that computer is vulnerable then it will become infected 
    and begin spreading the virus some predetermined time
    epoch later 

    When and if a patch is applied targeting this vulnerability
    assume a cleaner is used to remove the virus as well

    At this point the computer is considered no longer 
    susceptible to infection again



  

Malware Propagation
Modeling propagation
    Factors:
       Infection rate – percent increase in replicated malware
       Countermeasure effectiveness – ISPs, individuals, orgs
       Bandwidth reduction – from traffic clogging



  

Malware Propagation
A Simple Epidemic Model 
    Two groups – group population size is a function of  time
        Clean but susceptible units: S(t)
        Infected and infective (can support spread) units: I(t)
    Assume:
        Population is large and steady = n units
        An infected unit does not become uninfected
        Probability that a clean unit is infected per unit time
        is proportional to the number of existing infected units

time

infected units

△I =  β * I(t) * S(t)

△t

I(t), S(t) = n - I(t)
Probability of infection of a unit

Average number new infections



  

Malware Propagation
A Simple Epidemic Model 
    Model may be suitable for initial stages of a worm attack
    Constant reflects how aggressive the worm is in replicating
    No mitigation is performed 
    At some point all units are infected

dI(t)
dt

= β * I(t) * (n -I(t)) = β * n * I(t) - β * I2(t) 

1st order separable ordinary differential equation
Solution:

I(t) = - 
nec+nt

1-ec+nt



  

Malware Propagation
A General Epidemic Model 
    Add third group: immunized or killed (removed) units
    Hosts can recover, then be immune or they can die
    Constant λ is the removal rate 

dI(t)
dt

= β * I(t) * S(t) - λ * I(t)              

Solution:



  

Malware Propagation
A Two Factor Worm Model 
    Human countermeasures cause a removal of both 
    susceptible and infectious hosts

    Time dependent infection rate β(t) due to increased scanning

    Let R(t) be the number of infectious hosts removed with time
    Let Q(t) be the number of clean hosts removed with time

dI(t)
dt

= β(t) * I(t) * S(t) -              
dR(t)

dt

S(t) = n – I(t) – R(t) - Q(t)

How to determine R(t), β(t), and Q(t)?



  

Malware Propagation
A Two Factor Worm Model 

               : Assume the reduction in infectious units is 
                 proportional to the number of infectious units 

               : As more units are infected, admins gradually become 
                 aware of the worm and the importance of defending 
                 against it.   So, the speed of immunization increases 
                 with time and decreases with fewer susceptibles

               :    β(t) = β
0
(1 – I(t)/n)η

                 Declines as number of infectious units increases
                 Exponent is a fudge factor 

β(t)

Q(t)

dR(t)
dt

dQ(t)
dt

= σ * Q(t) * S(t)          



  

Malware Propagation
A Two Factor Worm Model 

              



  

Malware Propagation
Actual Worm: Code Red
              



  

Malware Propagation
Actual Worm: Code Red
     Notes:
        1.  Attacked Windows Internet Information Services
        2.  Generated 100 threads: the first 99 threads randomly 
             chose one IP address and tried to set up a connection 
             on port 80 with the target machine. If the connection 
             was successful, the worm sent a copy of itself to the 
             victim web server.  Otherwise, the thread generated 
             another IP address to probe.  The 100th worm thread 
             checked if it is running on the US, WindowsNT/2000 
             system the website of which it defaced, if so.
             Otherwise it was also used to infect other hosts
         3. The timeout for the connection to be established 
             was 21 seconds.
         4. The propagation of the worm slowed when about 50% 
             of the susceptible hosts were infected due to
             congestion, trouble with internet routers, and 
             increasing application of countermeasures
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